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Drew is caught in a world of light - just inches away from the dark. What if...there was a world

beyond our vision, a world just fingertips beyond our reach? What if...our world wasn't beyond their

influence? Tragedy and heartache seem to be waiting for Drew Carter at every turn, but college

offers Drew a chance to start over - until an accident during a physics experiment leaves him blind

and his genius friend, Benjamin Berg, missing. As his sight miraculously returns, Drew discovers

that the accident has heightened his neuron activity, giving him skills and sight beyond the normal

man. When he begins to observe fierce invaders that no one else can see, he questions his own

sanity, and so do others. But is he insane or do the invaders truly exist? With help from Sydney

Carlyle, a mysterious and elusive girl who offers encouragement through her faith, Drew searches

for his missing friend, Ben, who seems to hold the key to unlocking this mystery. As the dark

invaders close in, will he find the truth in time?
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I'm 75 yrs old and never read fiction. I was told about the series by another adult and so I bought all

three books in the Wars of the Realm series. WHAT FUN!!! The author has a great imagination, or

is it revelation. I finished the three book series in less than a week. A few days later I read all three

books again. Chuck Black's descriptions of the angelic (spiritual) realm, while tying it to the plot's

human characters on earth in today's world, tugs at the reader's own imagination challenging us to

much reflection. I highly recommend the reader to get all three books and to read them in order.



Good reading! Have fun!

Brilliant. Literary genius at it's best - Chuck Black has come up with a plot so intricate and well

thought out, and yet it directly concerns what's going on right now in our society regarding good and

evil - we should all be aware of this stuff! Chuck Black has such a way of describing things-

specifically fight sequences (which this book is full of!) -that is really easy to follow and creates an

accurate mental picture; unlike so many suspense novels where I get totally confused trying to

follow the characters actions on my mental "television screen".**Spoiler** This is one of the only

Christian books I have read where by the end the main character still has not accepted Christ as

their Savior. Also- there was NO closure! Everything was left open and Drew still has barely any

answers to what he's been working on the entire time; and there are some characters that you've

kind of lost track of that are a big part of the story. These things didn't bother me, however, knowing

that this is book 1 and that book 2 is in the works. So I didn't totally freak out- but it did come as a bit

of a shock when I finished the book and realized all that I wasn't able to figure out. :PI didn't know

how I'd like the book, having fallen so totally in love with Chuck Black's Medieval stories- and this is

such a different setting. And yet- it wasn't. It was still the same style of writing and even had all the

cool "cloak and dagger" stuff- literally! :DDrew and Sydney made a really great hero/heroine duo!

They put me a little in mind of Peter Parker and Gwen Stacy... but Drew Carter was way cooler!I

highly recommend this to those who enjoy Christian suspense novels, and allegories. I would say

it's a little intense for younger children, but this is great for teens- and I think adults would definitely

enjoy it as well."It's wrong to do nothing when you have the power to do something."I received this

book for free from Blogging for Books for this honest review.

I was warned not to purchase only one book ... I didn't listen and now I regret that decision. I should

have been sleeping, but couldn't stop reading. There is no doubt in my mind that my 19 year old son

will absolutely LOVE this book! I wouldn't recommend it for younger audiences but then again, with

what children watch (and play) nowadays, this wouldn't come close to causing nightmares.Still, if

you believe you've done a decent job of keeping the "boogeyman away," hold this for a few years

because the imagery is that good. Unfortunately, I believe that I will finish the entire series long

before the weekend begins and hope for more.

I loved the Cloak of the Light! With its descriptions of the battles between the angels and demons

and of Drew Carter in the human world, the book kept me on the edge of my seat. It is full of



excitement, fright, Biblical truths, and emotion. Intense action, frightful sights as Drew discovers his

ability to see the supernatural realm, and its suspense after every chapter made me not want to put

it down! Chuck Black is a great writer and this is an amazing Christian book. I thoroughly enjoyed it.

Amazing, captivating, just so so good! I can't wait to pick up book 2! Chuck Black thank you for an

awesome read!

Gripping! I thoroughly enjoyed this book. Spiritual warfare meets action and drama in a fast paced

novel of good versus evil packaged in a unique concept. The perspective of a mind unexposed to

the spirit realm and its interpretation is clever and intriguing. Some may find reading the first few

chapters slow as is sets the background for the rest of the book, but it is definitely worth it!

This was book was so amazing that I read it out loud to my 3 kids ages 9-15 in just over a week. We

ALL loved it, including my husband who is reading it now to catch up w/all the parts he missed. We

absolutely love Chuck Black books and have read every single one of them and cannot wait 'til the

next book in this series is released in the fall. Mr. Black is a genius author and it's not right to make

us wait so long for the next book!

The best author, excellent book. Very pleased!
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